h THIS ISSUE OF IEEE Design & Test of Computers
is all about standards. Each of the papers makes an excellent argument why a particular standard is important and what benefits can be achieved by adopting the standard. As engineers we deal with standards a lot, but, like the air, I don't think we often stop to think of their pervasiveness. Let's imagine a world without standards.
You wake up to music on your alarm clock, and groggily turn it off. While getting dressed you want to hear the weather. You need to turn on a different radio, because the news station broadcasts using a different protocol from the music station.
In the kitchen you note that a light bulb has burned out. You make a note to stop at the hardware store to get a new one. It will mean going out of your way since your home takes GE bulbs, and the Sylvania ones sold in the Sylvania store that is nearer to you won't fit. You hope the bulbs you buy will work this time; with a fragmented light bulb market manufacturers can't afford to test and validate them as well as they should, and the slightest current surge will cause several to blow.
Darn, you forgot to get gas last night. But you have to wait at the gas station, since the GM gas pumps are busy, even though there is space at the Toyota and Ford pumps. But their nozzles won't fit your car, and, anyway, you are firmly convinced that GM gas is better. It costs a lot, because the gas station needs a tank for each car type, and has to be big enough to accommodate enough pumps, but you and your friend in the GM users group think it is worth it.
It is a face-to-face group, of course. Competing incompatible computer-to-computer communication methods ensured networks never acquired critical mass.
You get the picture. We in the EDA world would never be so foolish about the ill effects of not having standards, would we? John Sanguinetti's paper give some history of how hardware is described, which begins with the gate-level netlist standard EDIF. 30 years ago no such standard existed. Most EDA tools were proprietary to large system companies, like AT&T. At AT&T we had our own netlist language, which was called LSL. Our tools all ran off LSL, which was quite simple. As long as we did everything ourselves, this worked fine.
But soon we stopped doing everything ourselves. We wanted to run our test generator on programmable logic devices (PLDs)Vprimitive precursors to FPGAs. That required translation from the PLD representation to LSL. When we started interacting with other companies, we had to try to figure out how to translate from those languages to oursVand thanks to a mismatch at the abstraction level, we found it very difficult.
In fact, the lack of standards for design interchange would have made the growth of EDA companies more difficult, since much of their effort would have been devoted into trying to translate designs from their customers into a format their tools could understand.
The real value of standards for design description is not in defining where the semicolons go, but in solving abstraction problems in the standard so that each tool developer doesn't have to. I can speak from experience in saying that this is a great contribution to our field. 
